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GLITZ- the Fashion Society of Kamala Nehru College is put together by hard core fashion lovers, individuals
who take every aspect of fashion very seriously! The team believes in winning and putting their best fashion foot
forward wherever they perform.
Hindustan Times declared GLITZ as the best fashion team of Delhi University where every aspect of the show is
handled by the team members themselves and no outside help Is taken whatsoever! The girls style, design,
choreograph, walk the ramp, create the sound track and produce the entire show all through their own hard
work, talent and conviction.
 The cultural festival’s organized at IIMC, MDI, Kalindi, Hindu , Hansraj, DRC, Mamc , Amity, Ramjas, Shivaji
,Lady Irwin, SRCC and Delhi's biggest youth festival 'Pulse' at Aiims too has been a part of Glitz’s winning
account. Opening this year too, Pulse’10 once again was swept away by GLITZ walking the ramp in full
panache and style, winning a whooping amount of 10,000 and various other gift vouchers, in the first show of the
season itself. Glitz has also won the regionals twice in a row held at BITS, Pilani holding strong on to its position
as the best fashion team. Ending the season with a bang ,Glitz bagged the first prize at Youth Nexus, Delhi
University’s biggest festival, garnering numerous accolades and prize money of 20,000.
The team, saluting the very essence of womanhood amalgamates it with fashion, to create looks that are
adaptable in the everyday life and gives a sense of boost to the personality within. It's not only about wearing
makeup, the right hairdo and pretty garments.... we think out of the box to create a vision and perceive it in a
manner which allows the real person within shine through. Stereotypes are taking a backseat, and fashionistas are
now spreading messages and underscoring their performances with scintillating themes. Our society ‘GLITZ’ has
focused on many such themes like Eco-Aesthetica, The Carnival, Space Fashion, The Seven Sins, Women
Warriors, Psychedelia, Aqua, Fusion, New York Street Style etc. which provokes the audience to think. 
We walk the ramp, but with a purpose.


